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 Affordable and Stable:  

 - Retail Software from Microsoft...A Name You Know 

 - Premise or Microsoft Cloud Based on Server or VM 

 - Stores, Warehouses, Manufacture, Distribute and Deliver 

 Decrease Labor:  

 - Electronic Supplier Inventory, Ordering, and Receiving 

 - Built-In General Ledger, AR, AP, Assets, Inventory, Payroll,  and Webstore 

 - Parts & Service Management, Scheduling and Dispatch Management 

 Increase Sales:  

 - Process Farm Plan, Gift Cards, Credit Cards, Customer Rewards, Loyalty & More 

 - Images, Drill Downs and Historical Customer Insights 

 - E-Commerce, Mobile Quotes, Sales, Service and Delivery 

 Reduce Inventory:  

 - History Based Forecasting and Automatic Reorder 

 - Tablet and Smart Phone Inventory Management 

 - Multi-Supplier Discounts, Costs, Forecasting and Delivery 
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EDI Updaters 

Microsoft Dynamics for Retail connects to any COOP or Supplier for 

 Electronic Store Specific File Maintenance 

 Electronic Price Change File 

 Electronic Purchase Orders 

 Electronic Invoices (Receiving) 

 Images, Returns, Circulars, Events, Balances and much more 

Supplier Data Import 

 Imported items are duplicate checked based on UPC, SKU or Item Lookup 

Code with optional actions to take 

 Link an item to multiple suppliers for ordering from the supplier with the 

lowest cost 

 Update any specific item property 
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Forecast and Ordering 

Calculate forecasts and future sales demand so you can plan ahead.  Forecasts can be 

generated automatically based on formulas for specified items, individual items, and item 

groups. Generate purchase orders based on historical data.  

Streamlined Purchasing Process 

Historical data and analysis tools provide insight and assist in evaluating supplier      

performance to help you make informed purchasing decisions.  Receive goods once and 

all relevant areas of the system are updated automatically. 
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Easily maintain and update product pricing with Price Groups.  Use Price Groups to easily 

assign discounts to affiliates, loyalty tiers and to bulk edit pricing for items, categories 

and departments.  Quickly find and set thousands of items prices and price margins. 

Automatic Label Printing 

Automatically print product labels and shelf labels from purchase orders, product receipt 

posting and transfer orders. Labels can be generated and printed out for multiple items 

simultaneously or for individual products. Labels can include any applicable information 

including barcodes, serial numbers, expiration dates, prices and more. 

Create Multiple Price Groups 
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Wireless Real-Time Inventory and Modern Point of Sale 

Create an unlimited amount of loyalty tiers. Points earned can then be used toward      

advancement in loyalty tiers and/or  future purchases. Configure loyalty schemes and 

dollar to point ratios that work for your business. Track customer RFM (Recency,            

Frequency and Monetary) analysis score. This tracks how recently a customer has visited, 

how frequently they visit and how much they spend. 

Advanced Loyalty Management and Consumer Tracking 

Use a Microsoft Windows Tablet for Mobile Sales, Mobile Inventory Counts, Purchase 

Orders, Receiving, Label Printing, Transfers, Work Orders, Layaways, and Quotes.     

Mobile Point of sale devices connect and share peripherals such as receipt printers and cash 

drawers through your hardware station. 
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Built in GL, AR, AP, Payroll, and Financial Reporting 

Built-in GL, AR, AP, Payroll, and Financial Reporting or easily maps directly to your         

accounting software such as QuickBooks, Dynamics GP (Datamill) and O365 Financials. 

Advanced, in-depth financial reporting provides accurate business insight. 

Advanced Customer and Product Search Capabilities 

Perform a full-text search of your store database to view items that match your search   

criteria and item availability. Search by item lookup code, name alias, product name,  

description and more. Search for customers by name, phone number, account number 

and more. 
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Advanced Security and Permissions Settings 

Create an unlimited amount of permission groups for different levels of system users.  

Limit the amount of discount allowed at the Point of Sale for workers, specify a maximum 

return amount allowed without manager interaction and assign manager an administrative 

privileges to specific employees.  

Email Notifications, Receipts and Statements 

Setup email notification profiles to send receipts and statements to customers. Select 

whether receipts will be printed at the Point of Sale, emailed to the customer or both.  

Setup email notifications for installment billing, failed payment, continuity programs 

and more. Create an unlimited number of email templates and send notifications in batches 

or in real-time. 
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Budget, Sales, and Trend Reporting 

View daily, weekly, monthly, quarterly, and yearly reports. Use the drill down feature to 

view a more detailed report about an item. Create custom reports by inputting the items 

you would like to analyze and the timeframe for which you want to view them (weekly, 

yearly, etc).  
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